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Data Science Ethics

As Data Science / AI / ML become more standard, 
we need to address fairness and ethics…

Article Link

https://arstechnica.com/tech-policy/2021/12/the-movement-to-hold-ai-accountable-gains-more-steam/


- Washington Post

- Washington Post

- Venture Beat



Data Science Ethics

• NYC adopted law requiring audits of algorithms used in hiring

• White house proposes an AI bill of rights to disclose when AI makes 
decisions with societal impact

• EU lawmakers require inspection of AI deemed high-risk

• Analysis of automated hiring software found to be biased to 
appearance, software program used to create resume, accent, or 
whether applicants have a bookshelf in the background

• Photo ID software works well for white men—black women, not so 
much

https://legistar.council.nyc.gov/LegislationDetail.aspx?ID=4344524&GUID=B051915D-A9AC-451E-81F8-6596032FA3F9&Options=ID
https://www.wired.com/story/opinion-bill-of-rights-artificial-intelligence/
https://www.wired.com/story/fight-to-define-when-ai-is-high-risk/
https://interaktiv.br.de/ki-bewerbung/en/
https://www.wired.com/story/photo-algorithms-id-white-men-fineblack-women-not-so-much/


Data Science Ethics

Aspects of ethics include…

Security Who has access to the data?  

Privacy Can data be used to identify individuals?

Fairness Are predictions biased across groups?

Transparency Do users know what they are consenting to?  Are model 
decisions interpretable?



Impacts of Data Science

It is rare for data science to not involve people in some way
• Of the top 30 recent Kaggle competitions, 14 involve making 

decisions that directly affect people
• An additional 5 have obvious indirect affect on people
• Only 9 had no obvious impact on people

[ Source: Brocas et al. “Fairness and ML” ]



Data Science Fairness

• Are there observable biases in the data?
• Can we correct for them?

• Differences in the distributions of training / test data?
• Can we detect these differences and avoid / correct them?

Fairness issues can arise from biases in the data…



Training data reflect disparities, 
distortions, and biases from the real 
world and measurement process…

For each model a data scientist 
should ask… Does learning the 

model preserve, mitigate, or 
exacerbate these disparities?

Example Machine translation “She is 
a doctor” reverse translates to “He is 
a doctor” in many languages due to 
data biases.



Data Science Ethics

A real-live example of dataset bias…

https://translate.google.com/

Exhibits gender bias in many 
languages…

…largely the result of using 
highly-parameterized neural 
networks with inadequate 

training data

https://translate.google.com/


Data Science Fairness

Example We are building a system to screen mortgage 
applications.  Suppose we collect training data from two 
demographic groups: 85% White and 15% Black

• Predictive accuracy on the held-out validation set is 95%
• Only 5% error
• Should we sign off on the system as good?

With 5% total error can have up to 66% error on the 
underrepresented group.  Need to report error by each group 

and aim for 95% accuracy in any group.



Data Science Fairness

Example You are building a system for college admissions 
based on GPA and interview score (obviously a toy example)

• Fit a least squares regression 
model

• Model does not account for two 
demographic groups (blue / green)

• Does this make it fair? (fairness-as-
blindness)

[ Source: Brocas et al. “Fairness and ML” ]

Admission rate much lower for blue 
cohort



Data Science Fairness

How to address this behavior?

• GPA correlates with group—omit it as a 
predictor?

• Would dramatically impact accuracy
• Pick separate cutoffs (fit separate model) 

for each group
• No longer blind to demographics
• What is the goal for picking cutoffs?  Same 

admission rates?  
• Could optimize for diversity among 

selected candidates
• Measuring similarity is non-trivial

[ Source: Brocas et al. “Fairness and ML” ]



Classification Fairness Criteria

Let A be a sensitive attribute, target variable Y, and classifier 
prediction R.

Example In our admissions case,
A : Demographic group
R : Prediction of admission
Y : Actual acceptance outcome



Classification Fairness Criteria

Independence The prediction and attribute are independent

Example The probability of predicting admission doesn’t differ 
across demographic groups,

Demographic parity, statistical parity, group fairness, disparate impact



Classification Fairness Criteria

Separation Score and attribute are conditionally independent, 
given the classifier decision

Example There is no relationship between prediction and 
attribute within accepted / non-accepted groups,



Classification Fairness Criteria

Sufficiency Outcome and attribute are independent given the 
model prediction

Example There is no relationship between whether someone is 
admitted and their demographic group within predictions



Data Science Fairness

https://fairmlbook.org/

In short… there is a lot to say on ethics and fairness… and 
much can be quantified rigorously…

https://fairmlbook.org/
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What is “Data Science”?

My Definition: The process of using data to answer questions, 
extract knowledge, and predict future outcomes.

Data Science Is:
• Interdisciplinary: Combines tools and techniques from Math / Statistics / CS
• Exploratory: Understanding data requires creative exploration and visualization
• Applied Statistics & Probability + extra stuff to handle, process, and visualize data

Caveat: I don’t love this 
figure since it leaves out 

visualization.

[ Source: Robinson, E. and Nolis, J. ]

http://pachecoj.com/courses/csc380_fall21/doc/what_is_data_science.pdf


Data Science Workflow

Collect Clean Transform

Visualize

Model

Communicate

Data Understanding

Data Collection / Processing

[ Adapted from: Grolemund and Wickham, 2018 ]



Data Science Workflow

Collect Clean Transform

Visualize

Model

Communicate

Data Understanding

Data Collection / Processing

[ Adapted from: Grolemund and Wickham, 2018 ]

Only touched on these briefly…



Course Overview

Course Objective Introduction to basic concepts in 
data science and machine learning.

Probability 
and Statistics

Data Handling 
and 

Visualization

Machine 
Learning

Ethics and 
Fairness

Random events / 
variables, 

distributions / 
densities, 
moments, 

descriptive stats, 
estimation

Reading & 
cleaning, 

transformation & 
preprocessing, 

visualization

Predictive 
models, 

supervised 
learning, 

unsupervised 
learning, model 

checking

Data privacy, 
ethics, fairness



Probability and Statistics

Suppose we roll two fair dice…

What are the possible outcomes?
What is the probability of rolling even numbers?

… this is an experiment or random process.

We learned how to…
 Mathematically formulate outcomes and their probabilities?
 Describe characteristics of random processes
 Estimate unknown quantities (e.g. are the dice actually fair?)
 Characterize the uncertainty in random outcomes
 Identify and measure dependence among random quantities



Data Handling and Visualization

[ Image Source: Code A Star ]

In Data Handling learned to…
 Collect data through population sampling
 Identify and avoid biased population samples

 Clean data and correct errors
 Transform and preprocess data (wrangling)

In Data Visualization we learned…
Why visualization is important
 Exploratory data analysis
 Common forms of visualization
 Pitfalls and gotchas

https://www.codeastar.com/data-wrangling/


Machine Learning

How do use data to learn underlying patterns and predict unknowns?

[ Image Source: Towards Data Science ]

In Machine Learning we learned…
 Principles of prediction
 Use of training / validation / test data
 Unsupervised vs. supervised learning
 Linear and nonlinear models

https://towardsdatascience.com/k-means-a-complete-introduction-1702af9cd8c
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Data Science Competitions

Competitions can be a great way to hone your skills…



Data Science Competitions

And win cash prizes…

www.Kaggle.com
Can also be a great source for datasets to practice

http://www.kaggle.com/


Data Science Competitions

Cash prizes aren’t the only goal…

• Focuses on social impact
• Challenges last 2-3 months
• Real-world predictive problems

• Detecting hateful content online
• Predicting disease spread
• Predicting damage from earthquakes
• …

• Submissions are released as open source



Additional Relevant Courses

• CSC 480 : Principles of Machine Learning

• CSC 444 : Introduction to Data Visualization

• ISTA 457 : Neural Networks

• ESOC 330 : Digital Dilemmas : Privacy, Property, and Access

• MATH 574M : Statistical Machine Learning



Videos

3Blue1Brown
• Accessible videos on a variety of math topics
• Nicely produced, engaging graphics
• A number of ML / Data Science / Statistics topics covered

Steve Brunton – YouTube Channel
• More detailed videos on math / engineering topics
• Good linear algebra and machine learning videos
• Associated book,

Data-Driven Science and Engineering : ML, Dynamical 
Systems, and control

https://www.3blue1brown.com/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCm5mt-A4w61lknZ9lCsZtBw
http://databookuw.com/


Videos

MIT Open Courseware
• Lots of topics freely available
• Excellent Linear Algebra course by Prof. Gilbert Strang 

(YouTube lectures)
• All assignments and exams available online

https://ocw.mit.edu/index.htm
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QVKj3LADCnA&list=PL49CF3715CB9EF31D


Textbooks

Murphy, K. "Machine Learning: A Probabilistic 
Perspective." MIT press, 2012

( UA Library )

Wasserman, L. “All of Statistics.” Springer, 2004

( Springer )

https://arizona-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/6ljalh/01UA_ALMA51543591360003843
https://link.springer.com/book/10.1007/978-0-387-21736-9


Textbooks

Bishop, C. "Pattern Recognition and Machine 
Learning." Springer, 2006

( Microsoft )

Wickham and Grolemund. “R for Data 
Science.” O’Reilly, 2016

( O’Reilly )

https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/research/uploads/prod/2006/01/Bishop-Pattern-Recognition-and-Machine-Learning-2006.pdf
https://r4ds.had.co.nz/


Non-Textbooks

Silver, N. “The Signal and The Noise.” 
Penguin, 2015

Lewis, M. “Moneyball.” W. W. Norton, 2011
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Final Exam

• Out Thursday 12 / 9, Due Wed 12 / 15 @ 11:59

• Worth 20 points total

• 3 Required questions (Jupyter notebooks)

• 1 Extra credit (written)



Final Exam

Question 1 : Data analysis and visualization

• Review Homework 5

• Load data / do some cleaning and preprocessing / display 
visualizations

• Review boxplots, scatterplots, pie charts



Question 2 : Linear / Nonlinear Regression

• Review Homework 7 and part of Homework 8 (PolynomialFeatures)

• Fit linear regression model

• Compute polynomial features

• Fit nonlinear regression



Question 3 : PCA + High-Dimensional Clustering

• Review PCA lecture and HW9

• Fit K-Means to high-dimensional dataset

• Fit PCA model to reduce dimensions

• Fit K-Means to reduced dimension model



Questions?
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